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Three-in-One External Hard Drive from
Western Digital

Franklin Electronic’s Global Translator
Sure to Leave You Speechless

Griffin Technology’s 5:1 Express Reader
Spins Heads with Speed

Western Digital’s My Book™ external hard
drive combines three leading interfaces on
one drive for maximum performance and
universal connectivity. Designed to work
with both Macs and PCs, this drive includes
powerful Retrospect® Express backup and
system software, a unique capacity gauge
LED, and capacities up to 500 GB. The
easy-to-use, plug-and-go design eliminates
the need for CD installation because the software loads straight from the drive. It's the
perfect storage solution for professional editing, high-end photography, graphic design
and ultra-fast system backup. $69.99.

This super powerful, brand new communication device has over 40,000 words and
phrases in over 12 different languages all
while fitting right into your pocket. Now
you’ll never be at a loss for words when you
visit Asia or Europe, and you can feel confident in trying to pick up that foreign hottie in
your physics class. Franklin has made the
world a whole lot smaller by creating this
handy device. There is even a speaking version so you don’t slaughter phrases. The
non-speaking trasnslator retails at a cool
$99.95, while the speaking translator comes
in at a hefty $229.99.

Griffin Technology’s newest device, the ExpressCard/34 5:1 Memory Card Reader,
boasts incredible download speed from your
device’s memory card straight to your computer with no messy cables. It is plug and
play, and no drivers are required. If your laptop has the ExpressCard slot, simply slide it
in and enjoy. The device allows for five types
of media to be read: Memory Stick PRO™,
Memory Stick™, SD™ Memory Card, MultiMediaCard™ and xD-Picture Card™. We
tested a transfer of over 200MB of files from
a SD card and it was blazingly quick. It’s
well worth the $30.
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